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Abstract 
In order to secure the policyholders against losses due to earthquakes that are common natural calamities in Taiwan, 
the government launched a residential earthquake insurance system several years ago. Policyholders can be 
indemnified by total loss claim for quake-related losses of property. Despite there are many other professionals 
involved in the assessment procedure for total loss claim, the qualified adjustors from underwriters are pivotal to the 
assessment of total loss claims. The qualified adjustors are personnel of non-life insurance companies that underwent 
training courses for earthquake building damage assessment and many of them are not professionals in civil 
engineering. Their determination of total loss claims are based on claim standard operation procedure (SOP) 
established by Taiwan Residential Earthquake Insurance Fund (TREIF) and mainly relies on personal experience and 
knowledge of earthquake building damages. Furthermore, considering that reinforced concrete buildings account for 
more than 76% effective policies in Taiwan, a quantified loss model for total loss claim determination for RC 
buildings has been developed in 2009. In this paper, we developed an information system based on the quantified loss 
model and claims SOP that includes a total loss claim determination system (TLCDS) for qualified adjustors of 
insurance companies and a centralized database management system (TLDBMS) for TREIF. Claims handling 
procedure, related forms and the quantified model for determining total loss claims are discussed in the paper. It is 
believed the proposed information system will be helpful to enhance the efficiency and quality of damage assessment 
and total loss claim handling operation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Earthquakes are common natural calamities in Taiwan. In order to secure the policyholders against losses 
due to earthquakes, the government launched a residential earthquake insurance system several years ago. 
According to the policies of the residential earthquake insurance, policyholders can be indemnified by 
total loss claim for quake-related losses of property. Full claim amount will be paid to the policyholder 
from the underwriter if the insured residence is assessed to meet the requirements of a total loss claim. 
Despite there are many other professionals involved in the assessment procedures, qualified adjustors 
from the underwriters are pivotal to the assessment of total loss claims when major earthquake disaster 
occurs. The qualified adjustors are personnel of non-life insurance companies that underwent training 
courses organized by Taiwan Insurance Institute for earthquake building damage assessment and many of 
them are not professionals in civil engineering. Their determinations of total loss claims are mainly based 
on claim SOP established by TREIF. However, the determination still relies on personal experience and 
knowledge of earthquake building damage. It is clearly that accuracy and rationality of outcome of the 
determination from qualified adjustors may affect the right and benefit of policyholders. As a result, an 
effective and efficient information system has been developed for claim handling and total loss 
determination to assist qualified adjustors based on the aforementioned claim SOP. 
According to 2007 statistics of Taiwan Residential Earthquake Insurance Fund, reinforced concrete 
buildings account for more than 76% effective policies of Residential Earthquake Insurance. In Taiwan, 
the qualified adjustors usually complete their works by handling forms and reports. It is believed the 
adoption of information system will play vital roles to improve the efficiency and quality of the total loss 
determination and claims operations of the qualified adjustors. This paper reports current residential 
earthquake insurance system in Taiwan and its claims handling procedures, related forms and the 
quantified procedures for determining total loss and claims handling. An information system for the total 
loss determination and claims operations has been developed that includes the total-loss Claim 
Determination System (CDS) for the qualified adjustors of insurance companies and the Data Base 
Management System (DBMS) for the personnel of Taiwan Residential Earthquake Insurance Fund. The 
CDS complies with the quantified procedures [2] for determining total loss and claims handling and the 
form and provide accurate and faster information tools for the qualified adjustors to determine, calculate 
total loss and generate the Loss Determination Form for claim handling. The DBMS integrates with CDS 
and is beneficial for future review and modification of the criteria in claim SOP. 
2. TOTAL LOSS CLAIM HANDLING PROCEDURE 
Total loss claims are eligible to policyholders whose residences have been damaged due to fire, explosion, 
landslide, land subsidence, land movement, land fissure, land rupture, and tsunami or sea surge caused by 
an earthquake. According to the manual of total loss claim operation for residential earthquake insurance 
[3], there are two claims procedures when earthquake occurs. If TREIF confirm appraisers have been 
called up on emergency by local governments in disaster area, TREIF notifies policy writers to adopt 
class A quake claim standard operation procedures (SOP). Otherwise, TREIF inform policy writers to 
adopt class B SOP. Using either SOP, qualified adjustors appraise the damaged buildings based on 
“damage assessment and total loss claim determination form for residential earthquake insurance for 
reinforced concrete building" and the workflow as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Workflow diagram for claim handling between underwriter and TREIF 
When the quake-affected policyholders claim for loss of property, qualified adjustors will investigate the 
site and collect data related to building damage. Their assessment is generally done by filling in the blank 
form, taking photographs of damaged components, or sketching floor plan of the scenes and followed by 
the determination of whether damage is meet the requirements of a total loss claim based on the form. 
The adjustors then compile all results and data including basic data of field investigation, data related to 
damage, total loss assessment, supplementary explanations, diagrams, photos and other information. 
Possible results of the assessments are compensation if damages meet the requirements of a total loss 
claim, no compensation for not meeting the requirement and reappraisal meeting for further assessment 
for cases cannot be appraised. TREIF will notify underwriters the result whether it is compensation or not. 
For the cases of compensation, the underwriters should pay advance money of the full claim amount to 
policyholders. Thereafter, policy writers send the damage assessment reports together with credentials of 
policy, ownership paper, claims and other related documents of the insured buildings to TREIF. Next, 
TREIF will conduct a follow-up spot check to audit the claims operations, compile related documents and 
return money to insurance companies. For no compensation cases, the underwriters may choose to send 
the reports and documents to TREIF. TREIF will only share cost of assessment for those ones sending in 
their reports. For reappraisal cases, it is necessary to send in the reports and credentials to TREIF for re-
evaluation by the committee of reappraisal meeting. As soon as the claims handling personnel in TREIF 
receive case reports and documents from underwriters, they will check, archive and conduct internal sign-
off procedures and call for reappraisal meeting or commission a professional loss appraisement. No 
matter what conclusion is made, TREIF will notify the underwriter results of the claim, either disburse the 
amount to the underwriter for compensation case or request the policy holder to share the cost of 
assessment for no compensation case, and archive all relevant data in the end. 
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3. TOTAL LOSS CLAIM ASSESSMENT E-OPERATION PLANNING 
Based on the existing processes, we follow the principle of “distributed collecting and centralized 
control” and plan an information system for e-operation by considering the following four parts,  
1. Users: The proposed information system is targeted to provide services for both qualified 
adjustors of insured companies and managerial personnel at TREIF. The qualified adjustors are 
categorized into the group of information providers and maintenance users whereas TREIF 
personnel are the information users. The qualified adjustors are personnel from insurance 
company that are responsible for collection, input and edit total loss claim related information and 
most equipped with notebook computers. Therefore, in order to facilitate the use and management, 
the proposed system is divided into front-end systems and back-end database management system 
and internal network infrastructure connection to the database management system to facilitate the 
Fund's internal personnel. 
2. Service contents: Information service contents of the proposed system mainly focus on claim 
related e-operations such as data input, output, assessment, printing, transmission, storage and 
management regarding the quantified model and the associated form for damage assessment and 
total loss claim for residential RC buildings (Financial Supervisory Commission, 2009) as well as 
claim assessment, report automatic compilation, restoration of transmitting claim related data and 
data creation in the database. 
3. Date storage: Data will be stored in the database in notebook computers and TREIF’s centralized 
database to provide information based on the users’ demand. It is necessary to take into account 
ease of use for qualified adjusters, completeness of report, multiple cases required to be handled 
by one adjuster simultaneously and the possibility of follow-up changes.  
4. Data exchange: The results of qualified adjuster’s work, e.g. the assessment report and claim-
related credential information, must be transmitted and aggregated from adjustor’s lap-top 
computers to TREIF’s centralized database. Despite data transmission via Internet is simple and 
fast way, delivery of DVDs containing all claim related information is used for current process 
due to big earthquake could disrupt telecommunications network services and numerous buildings 
may be requested for total loss claims. For examples, there were around 110 000 collapsed and 
partially collapsed houses caused by 921 Chi-Chi earthquake and at least 26000 among them 
would be claimed for total loss if a take-up of 24% is used for the estimation. Because fast claim 
handling procedure is important for earthquake insurance and the assessment report includes 
image based information that may be large in file size, it is likely to maintain large bandwidth 
internet connection to fulfill the high demand of data transmission after major earthquake. 
However, the high-bandwidth connection will be a waste for most time. It is therefore suggested 
to follow the present procedure to transmit the data by post from insurance company to TREIF 
and restore case data to database. 
In addition to data transmission, there are points that need to be taken into account,  
1. Verification and validation is necessary for data in DVD before restoring to database.  
2. The same underwriters may need to assess many cases simultaneously. Claim evaluation report 
may be sent by multiple batches even for the same earthquake. One DVD may contain multiple 
claim case results. 
3. Even for one claim case, it is necessary to establish rules for data change and version control since 
the insurance company may send in several times due to revision. 
Foregoing analysis can be further demonstrated by user case diagram as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Use case diagram for total loss claim handling 
In summary, the main purpose of the proposed information system, i.e. Total Loss Claim Determination 
Information System for Reinforced Concrete Buildings for Residential Earthquake Basic Insurance, is to 
assist qualified adjustors to assess total loss of policyholder’s residence correctly and promptly by 
providing step-by-step user interfaces, automatically creation of “residential earthquake insurance 
building damage assessment report”, data archives and restoration for transmission and information 
queries to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of claims operations. The system is limited to be used 
only for reinforced concrete structures. 
The proposed information system will provide functions for the management of basic data of policyholder 
and building, damage data of structural components including columns, girders and walls, damage and 
loss assessment, automatic creation of building damage assessment report and data compilation for 
transmission. For ease of transmission, all the related data for the claim case will be automatically 
compressed to be single file, burned into DVD and sent to TREIF. TREIF personnel will restore, examine, 
confirm data integrity, conduct internal sign-off and convert the data to database. 
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4. TOTAL LOSS CLAIM DETERMINATION INFORMATION SYSTEM 
Based on the above planning, the proposed information system for residential earthquake basic insurance 
will consist of two subsystems: the so-called “residential earthquake insurance total loss claims 
determination system”(TLCDS) at the front-end and back-end “total loss claims database management 
system”(TLDBMS). The main purpose of the proposed information system is to provide efficient and 
effective assessment for total loss claims as well as management of claims related documents. Target 
users of TLCDS are qualified adjustors of underwriters whereas TLDBMS target users are the TREIF 
staff. Descriptions and advantageous characteristics with respect to TLCDS subsystem are summarized 
below. 
1. Wizard-style user interface design: User interface of the proposed information system are 
designed as wizard for ease use of step-by-step operation as shown in Figure 3. 
Figure 3 Screen shot of initial user interface of TLCDS 
Users begin with clicking on the node on the workflow tree in left window and fill in data on 
corresponding work contents in the main window on the right hand side. To proceed to next 
step, user can simply click “Next” button on the main window or neighboring node on the 
workflow tree in left window. Step by step, user could finish their damage assessment, 
maintain data of their total loss claim case and automatically generate report. 
2. Claims information to be stored by case-based: In practice, it is possible that claims handling 
personnel may need to undergo multiple cases simultaneously, the same information may be 
required to be transmitted and modified several times as well as many files exist in one 
case...etc. Every total loss claim case will be stored and managed solely and identified by a 
unique identifier. Case-related photos, documents and assessment reports and other related 
information will be automatically compiled by the system and stored in respective sub folders. 
For each case, it is necessary to establish basic information including: origin time of the 
earthquake, basic data regarding to policy holder such as underwriter, ID number, contact 
person, telephone, name and address of building and so on, basic data regarding to building 
including: ownership, floor number and area, measured number and size (length and width) 
of floors, type of structure, height and area of each floor. 
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3. Loss assessment and claim determination: The procedure for damage loss assessment and 
claim evaluation requires qualified adjustor to calculate the extent of loss by taking into 
account replacement cost, damage level and ratio of damage level verse replacement cost of 
the building. As the level of details for input data may vary with damage level of building, 
this information system provides wizard to guide users to proceed step by step and fill in all 
necessary fields to complete the whole assessment process. The evaluation of damage level 
for structural components is designated to break down into three parts by examining the 
damage level of columns, girders and walls of floors. The extent of damage is described as 
five levels, starting from the least damage level I to the worst level V.  Based on the extent of 
damage of floors, the information system will automatically calculate total loss based on SDF 
of floor and SRCR of the worst floors. If SRCR of the worst floors exceeds 50%, the claim 
case will be determined automatically to be compensated. On the other hand, if the value is 
less than 50%, it is necessary to conduct investigation on geotechnical condition and provide 
further details about geotechnical damage. 
4. Loss assessment report automatic compilation: In addition to basic data and loss assessment, 
the adjustors need to add supplementary information such as descriptions, drawings, on-site 
photos and other related information, and compiled all of them in the report. This system 
provides function for adjustors to upload supplementary and photo-related image files. Since 
signature information is necessary to be include in the contents of report, therefore, this 
system provides “signature of responsible personnel” feature for qualified adjustors, 
authorized staff of writers, professional engineers, architects and other personnel to provide 
their signature information including names and dates, etc.. Upon completion of the above 
information, after editing and uploading attachments, the system is able to compile and 
generated “loss assessment report” and save the case automatically. In addition to damage 
assessment report, the application of total loss claims should also provide claim form and 
credential documents such as policy, ownership of building and so on. This system provides 
file upload functionality to facilitate claims related file compilation. 
5. Supplementary files packing and compression: This system will pack and compress report 
and all uploaded files into a single file automatically for subsequent transmission to TREIF. 
The compressed file will be named by a unique identifier and stored in folder specified for 
the claim case.  
As mentioned earlier, TLDBMS subsystem is the back-end database management system at TREIF and 
provides functionality to restore and manage compressed file generated by front-end subsystem TLCDS, 
import data to database automatically as well as query and editing to claim related information for further 
analysis. TLDBMS provides ease of user interface and has the following characteristics:  
1. Database design: Despite database for TLDBMS are built based on Microsoft SQL Server 
and TLCDS at front-end equips with XML based database, both databases have similar tables, 
fields and relationship definitions in order to maintain data accuracy and consistency. 
2. Data import and automatic restoration: This system provides the feature of data import for 
TREIF personnel to restore the files from DVDs sent from underwriters and convert the 
contents of files to relational database of TLDBMS automatically. The folders for storing 
claim case related files will be created based on given unique identifier for the case. For the 
existing cases, the system provides special functionality for importing duplicate files and 
information update.  
3. Information enquiry: For the further analysis of TREIF personnel, total loss claim information 
in the TLDBMS database is to be enquired by seismic events, case unique identifier, names of 
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underwriters etc. According to local insurance law, the aftershocks within a few hours after 
the earthquake are classified as the same seismic event. The interval for the same seismic 
event is able to be defined by TREIF staff as parameters in the system for the purpose of 
future extension. 
In order to comply with the basic residential earthquake insurance policy terms of claims that: “the 
residence is uninhabitable or the repair cost would equal or exceed 50 percent of the replacement cost”, 
TREIF has established a quantification loss model for “residential earthquake insurance total loss 
assessment and claim determination” in 2008. Amendment to SOP and related building damage 
assessment has been approved and effected in the end of 2009. This information system that was 
developed based on the above quantification loss model and SOP will be helpful in supporting qualified 
adjustors to conduct damage assessment and follow-up works in electronic based operation for claim 
handling. Built-in calculation functions in the information system will produce correct and sound results 
for the assessment of insured building. In addition, claim related information and files are organized and 
compiled in case base. For the ease of delivery, information and files are packed, compressed, restored, 
converted and categorization into respective database and folders automatically through the functions 
provided by the information system without the need for further consolidation through artificial time-
consuming process. The system was installed and began to operate in early 2010 and sooner or later it 
will be distributed and installed on the lap-top of many adjustors of insurance companies. With the use of 
the comprehensive information system, expected benefits for underwriters and TREIF are shorter time 
and more accuracy for total loss claims assessment and determination, complete and electronic data 
contents of total loss claim cases for follow-up analysis and value-added applications in the future as 
summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1 Expected benefits for the use of total loss claim determination information system  
Scheme Original procedure Use the system 
Processing time for 
damage assessment 
and determination  
Collect data manually by paper-
based operation. Very time-
consuming if the adjustor 
undergoes many cases at the 
same time. 
Works are guided through the front-end 
subsystem interface.  Functions for 
organizing, packing and compiling data and 
files related to claim case are helpful for 
saving time and follow-up management.  
Data quality with 
respect to damage 
assessment and 
determination  
Artificial transcription in the 
assessment form and related 
forms, the contents will 
inevitably be omissions and 
errors.  
Damage assessment and calculation is 
automatically done through built-in 
functions in the front-end subsystem, the 
correctness and accuracy of the results is 
improved.  
The contents of data 
exchange  
Due to lack of electronic 
information on paper forms, the 
exchange between insurance 
companies and TREIF is 
limited to paper based 
documents. 
Although information is delivered by DVD, 
electronic data in the DVD can be 
converted to database of back-end 
subsystem. 
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Total Loss Claim 
Information Value-
Added Applications 
Difficult to provide follow-up 
analysis and value-added 
applications due to paper base 
information. 
Convenient for value-added applications 
and follow-up query and analysis since data 
are restored and imported to relational 
database.  
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This paper describes work flow, forms and SOP for the total loss claim handling for basic residential 
earthquake insurance in Taiwan. Based on the quantitative model for RC buildings effected in 2009, an 
information system called “total loss claims determination information system” for total loss claim has 
been developed. This information system includes a front-end subsystem called “total loss claims 
determination subsystem” and the back-end subsystem called “total loss claims database management 
subsystemā. The front-end subsystem complies with the approved quantitative model and supports 
qualified adjustors to conduct total loss assessment and determination. The built-in functions in TLCDS 
provide automatic calculation on the damage level and related parameters for the determination and 
automatic creation of “building damage assessment form”. Data accuracy and efficiency are expected to 
be improved for total loss claims. The claim information in the database of back-end subsystems will be 
helpful for TREIF and the scientific communities to review and amend related rules and terms for better 
earthquake insurance system. The system has been installed in TREIF in early 2010 and front-end 
subsystem will be distributed to the laptop computers of qualified adjustors of non-life insurance 
companies. The expected benefits for the use of this comprehensive information system are more efficient 
and faster processing, more accurate and sound results for total loss claims, and more analysis and value-
added applications for providing better earthquake insurance system in Taiwan in the future. 
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